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FOREWORD 
YELLOW DAWN™ is more than a role-playing game.  It is a 
diverse world to occupy and explore, either as an RPG or through 
the raft of novels and short stories being written within it.  
YELLOW DAWN delivers acute fear and genuine horror, but also 
great hope.  The world of YELLOW DAWN can be used as a 
setting for your own role-playing game; or used as a stand-alone 
system to run your favourite scenarios - from other RPGs - within. 
 The original YELLOW DAWN was written as a near-future 
post-apocalyptic setting with a mix of corporate cyberpunk, 
wilderness survival and all the flavours of Mad Max in between.  
All of this couched in a world rocked by the insidious influence of 
the Great Old One, Hastur – The King in Yellow.   
 DRAGOMIR is an expansion on that setting, skipping 10,000 
years into the future to give you a Dark Fantasy realm, Middle-
Earth with Mythos experience.  
 I wrote and launched the first edition of YELLOW DAWN in 
2006; this was more a proof-of-concept and the very enthusiastic 
response led me to spend most of 2007 developing the second 
edition launched in early 2008.  In January 2009 I released edition 
2.1 which contained bug-fixes and minor tweaks to systems. 
Version 2.5, launched in 2012 represents an overhaul of the 
structure and formatting of the rulebook with very little change to 
the actual systems themselves. 
 In an interview I did with Michael Tresca in with 
Examiner.com, he stated  that YELLOW DAWN – The Age of 
Hastur was the first game to combine Cthulhu Mythos with a 
post-apocalyptic setting.  I'm not sure if that's true - but if it is I'm 
very happy. 
 Running Mythos Monsters in a medieval, D&D type setting 
isn’t new, but this setting combines all the USP’s that make 
YELLOW DAWN a genuinely unique roleplaying experience.  

There is a focus on character abilities beyond fighting and 
magickal operations.  Interpersonal skills, communication and 
social interactions make up a heavy plank of the core rule system 
– First Contact, NPC Potentials, Benefits of Loyalty and Friends, 
Seduction & Grift, Interrogate, Intimidate; also, using skills to 
build and repair items from resources (mined, bought or stolen 
rather than just scavenged) allowing characters to make a living 
or save a fortune by doing work for themselves.  Travelling any 
distance by land or sea comes with risks beyond just monsters: 
mother nature and all the elements she can throw at characters 
comes into play every time characters decide to go anywhere.    
 YELLOW DAWN contains genuine horror through its 
alignment with H.P.Lovecraft’s body of work known as the 
“Cthulhu Mythos”.  YELLOW DAWN includes new Outer Gods, 
Great Old Ones and Non-Human Species to encounter – or ignore 
- at your peril.  There are also malevolent spirits and demonic 
entities to contend with.  These monsters are now prevalent in the 
world of DRAGOMIR. 
 YELLOW DAWN can deliver great reward through defeating 
the challenges of surviving in such a dangerous environment.  Set 
against the backdrop of a distant global tragedy followed by a 
cosmic invasion and huge geological upheaval, DRAGOMIR is a 
platform for the enduring quality of the human mind: hope and 
positive action. Everyone has a chance to be a hero in this new 
world. 
 I hope you have as much fun playing DRAGOMIR as we 
have; wishing you the best in horror and adventure. 
 David J Rodger 
 Bristol, UK, January 2014  
 

INTRODUCTION 
For millions of years the Earth was a forgotten blister of ignorant 
organic life and toxic sunlight. Barely anything to be worthy of 
interest to the Things that stalk the dark spaces between the Stars. 
 But as per the prophecies of the "Mad Arab" Abdul Alhazred , 
Beirce and Chambers and H.P.Lovecraft and the growing deluge 
of creatives who have experienced the touch of the Mythos, the 
Great Old Ones were, are and will be again. All this has been a 
foreshadowing of what was to come.  Through Time and Space 
they sweep and fester and spill unannounced upon Worlds.  
 Not long after Yellow Dawn first takes place, three decades or 
so, the wars of the Great Old Ones erupt across the Earth.  
Monster killing monster with the death of thousands of survivors 
nothing more than collateral damage.  Living Cities are pulped 
into gore and dust. Dead Cities are blasted to rubble.  The ground 
is carved asunder. The mountains burned. Forests crushed. Rivers 
and oceans wasted. The very sky becomes poison.  Overhead 
colonies crash out of orbit and torn into so much shrapnel that  
they burn up like glowing confetti. Life, as it has been known, is 
almost pushed beyond the edge of total extinction.  
 The Earth marches into time and obscurity as Mythos races 
flood down to tear flesh from bone and alien energies corrupt 
machines and the artificial minds housed within.  
 Borgendrill takes heed.  The Earth and the Solar System are 
abandoned for bigger, better worlds. The First Arterial 
(wormhole) is shut down forever so that nothing can follow the 
machine colonies through. But neither can anything return. 
 The Infection is virtually pushed aside, brushed into corners 
of scorched earth and the mounds of ruined, shattered cities. The 
Reign of Hastur has ended on Earth - although it is not removed 
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entirely. Small pockets of Infection remain - and always will do, a 
perpetual threat to those who come to explore in the future.  
 Humans and The Changed, find places where they can 
hunker down but even most of these are gouged open and their 
screaming contents gobbled up, crushed, dissolved, vaporised or 
shredded by claws, tentacles and mouths. 
 But life on Earth has always been a very tenacious thing.  
 Earth, the Great Mother, had her way to fight back.  
 The poles melted. A flood came. Volcanoes erupted. The seas 
boiled.  Steam-geysers jetted into the atmosphere. Acid rained 
down.  The sky turned black with ash. The air cooled. The seas 
cooled. The glaciers came back and a new age of ice took its claim 
of the Earth.  
 Miles thick, the glacial sheet stretched from the North pole 
down as far as Egypt, Mexico and India and from the South Pole 
up as far as Bolivia, Peru, South Africa and the entire southern 
half of Australia - including the vast machine colony of what had 
remained of the Dragon Breath AI.  For five thousand years it 
crept across the Earth, crushing, grinding, wiping out almost all 
trace of what had used to exist above ground. 
 Enclaves of humans and Changed did cling on. In many 
cases, a Road Mage at the beating heart of the reason for their 
fragile survival against the violent assaults of nature and cosmic 
terrors.  
 5,000 years of ice.   
 Many monsters departed. Some slithered down into dark 
places and slowly waned. Others succumbed to the eternal sleep 
of the deep freeze. A few remained to claim what they could 
claim. To build temples to the Great Old Ones and worship the 
Outer Gods whirling far beyond the boundaries of Time and 
Space. 
 Along the equatorial band there was resistance. Small pockets 
of humans waxed and became potent.  Road Mages became 
ageless sorcerers and wizards of great Power.   
 The continents shifted. Not much, but enough to tear up 
maps of a lost era.  
 4,000 years ago the glaciers at last began to melt. 
 Seas and lakes formed as the receding ice revealed a fresh 
landscape, as if newly born.  This platform was ripe for nature to 
unpack her riot of flora and fauna unhindered by man or 
machine. Forests rose up in abundance. Animals propagated.  
And for a while, there was a sort of Eden-like existence as most of 
the horrors remained asleep, or down deep in starless voids of 
rock where the events above took time to be noticed.  Those on 
the surface grew restless as the decades brought ever warmer 
climates and an abrupt abundance of life to kill and harvest for 
food and resources.  Small bands of explorers, settlers and 
merchants began to percolate out from their remote and lonely 
holds.    
 Not just humans, but the new Races that emerged through 
isolation and genetic manipulation and mutation. The Dwarves. 
The Orcs.  The Elves.  The Skinwalkers.  The Beastmen 
(lycanthropes). And a multitude of others that are so rare  they 
rename undisclosed until encountered. 
 In subterranean caverns, a nameless clan of sorcerers 
combined magick and science and forged flesh into the stocky 
forms of men who could dig, mine, build and survive 
underground, creating living space for a slowly growing human 
population. Small and stocky, these creatures were still men and 
had the needs of such. Womankind were created to keep them 
pleased.  But resentment and distrust grew. A revolt took place 
that led a great diaspora. What had been crafted was a new Race. 
The first Dwarven Kingdoms flared into existence. By time the 

realm of Dragomir is formed there are two primary areas of 
Dwarf power: 
 <> Gwerin Myniad - in the mountains west of the territories 
of Ayyibzagya in the land of Nizhon, a small outpost further 
north and west called Rin.  
 <> Myniad a'Golwood - a large mountain range on the 
borders of Korbel, Ogeji and Gyris-Ag. 
 Along the edges of the glacial moraine, the Changed cope 
better than most. Their affinity with the winged beasts of 
Interstellar Space, an infused understanding of the Mythos, and 
their inhuman hardiness to extreme environments allowed them 
to spread in a long chain of settlements. But generations of 
barbarism ultimately lead to a loss of much of the once human 
aspects the Changed first clung to. A large percentage of Orcs are 
still capable of interacting and integrate in a human world - albeit 
dour, miserable creatures, rarely creating anything of beauty, 
obsessed with basic metals and crude form. The Orcs take over a 
large landscape called Ba'lal Ak-tak - to the east of Ogeji and 
bordering the shunned lands. Out of Ba'lal Ak-tak came the Blood 
Orcs of the Dark Army, now scattered to various abandoned and 
shunned locations across the globe. Warrior Orcs remain a 
perpetual problem and risk to Orcs and traveller alike.  
 Somewhere, possibly off-world, a group of Ascended 
Carbons - aware that the entire Solar system is becoming lost to a 
nightmarish swarm of arcane cosmic horrors - set about ensuring 
their survival through selective genetic manipulation.  Tall, 
slender, hardy, virtually immortal and imbued with a knowledge 
of occult and mythos magick, their appearance becomes both 
graceful and harsh.  A new Elven race, they become so advanced 
they are practically disdainful towards all other races. They 
occupy the lakes, forests, plains and low hills of Quonidath 
Glodenay, to the north of the land of Nizhon and the territories of 
Ayyibzagya.  The Elves are not welcome in Ayyibzagya - the 
Neyzi Zagya, the People of the Trinity, consider Elves to be sub-
human and a threat to the purity of the human blood lines. 
Conversely, the Elves see the Neyzi Zagya as crude, bloated with 
arrogance and unnecessarily violent.  There is no love between 
both and the borders are a place simmering with tension and 
suspicion. 
 Hidden amongst humankind for thousands of years, skilled 
in Magical Arts beyond imagination and as cruel to match, as 
cold as the blood that runs in their veins, the Lizard People relish 
the events that take place. Their temples become more potent 
than ever and they range far across the changing landscapes, 
wearing the skin of others - although casting no shadow - in their 
murderous pursuit of power and pleasure.  The Skinwalkers, 
although small in number and rarely encountered, never go 
away.  They dominate the intolerably humid, green islands of 
Ðiec'a C'tho n'Crian - to the far south of the Orc Lands of Ba'lal 
Ak-tak, surrounded by shunned lands and seas.  
 The foraging becomes empire building.  Races rarely cross-
each other. Cities are build. Kingdoms form. 
 

DRAGOMIR :  YD10K  
Welcome to the Dragomir Campaign Setting, a world of dark 
fantasy adventure designed especially for the YELLOW 
DAWN™ game. 
 This has been written to provide existing players of YELLOW 
DAWN an exciting new role-playing opportunity and to offer  a 
Cthulhu Mythos-twist to the folks who like to play pure fantasy 
games such as D&D.   
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THE TONE OF DRAGOMIR 
The dark fantasy setting of Dragomir blends elements of 
medievalism, H.P.Lovecraft's Cthulhu Mythos and D&D.  This is 
a radical step away from the gritty horror adventure of YELLOW 
DAWN, where characters stumble through the shattered urban 
remains of Earth, or plunge through deserted rural landscapes, 
along weed-choked highways, hemmed in by the prevalent, all-
pervasive Infection, only 10 years after an apocalyptic event.  
Dragomir is ten thousand years into the future. 
 It is intended to be usable with scenarios written for D&D and 
for those written for Call of Cthulhu; with a small amount of GM 
tweaking.  The medieval-style setting places the monstrous, 
cosmic horror of the Cthulhu Mythos entirely in the foreground 
rather than as some dark brooding menace that festers in the 
shadows.  There is magick. There is "some" steampunk 
technology.  There are all the classes of character you would 
expect in D&D, from warriors, barbarians, thieves and merchants 
through to priests, paladins and sorcerers. There are humans and 
the races of Tolkien’s Middle Earth: Dwarves; Elves; Orcs and 
others, more akin to the Mythos and the world of YELLOW 
DAWN.  
 The world of Dragomir has a vast history, however due to 
scope, this document focuses on providing just an overview of 
the last 10,000 years, with detail around the War of Torbor and 
the influence this had on the emerging kingdoms of Earth. This 
protracted conflict lasted 30 years and finally came to an end 20 
years ago after the defeat of the Dark Army at Genissburg and the 
signing of the Accords of Saak where humans from Korbel and 
Gyris-Ag, and even Ogeji (although they are now discounted) 
and representatives of the Elven King and Dwarf Lords agreed to 
provide a military force to protect the eastern borders with the 
Orc Lands - Ba'lal Ak-tak. The war killed hundreds of thousands 
and left several million wounded and displaced.  The physical 
landscape still shows the lesions of this war whilst citizens of 
Dragomir carry internal scars that will never heal. 
 As in YELLOW DAWN, magick is still separated between the 
schools of sorcery (operations that manipulate mechanisms of the 
universe within the Quantispheric boundary) and the dangerous, 
potent arts of the Mythos.  Sorcery is accepted as an aspect of 
reality - a science that can be dangerous to body and mind and is 
acutely difficult to master.  Although more prevalent than at any 
other time in Earth's history, magick remains an uncommon, little 
understood and sometimes feared ability: healing, amusing 
illusions and general benefits are expected and tolerated. Those 
who practice the Magick of the Mythos (Koza) are treated with 
great suspicion, because of the corruptive nature of such Magick.  
 Technology is unable to exist as it once did. The alien, 
corrupting energies of the Mythos destroyed all electronics in the 
first Days of Mayhem and Madness.  The Earth's population has 
grown to only a fraction of the levels it once attained before 
YELLOW DAWN struck.  In Dragomir, the largest city Gyosy 
N'tishi, in the province of Kahnrio - administrative capital only 
holds 200,000 inhabitants (human, elven, dwarf, orc). The 
knowledge and ability to create "modern" technology does not 
exist. However, other forms of technology have evolved. Bulky, 
unwieldy machines of brass and copper, with ceramic valves, 
metal hoses and crystal lenses, are more akin to Steampunk and 
the visions of Fritz Lang's Metropolis. They can produce 
electricity but it is of a type known as Kanar Current, which is not 
affected by the potent, cosmic energies of the Mythos in the same 
way that previous Earth electronics were.  

 Heroes travel the world, fighting man, beast and monster as 
they search for treasure, truth or glory. Mysteries abound, danger 
lurks in the shadows of the city alley and the exposed moorland 
plain alike, and existing borders remain at the peril of those who 
would probe, weaken and tear them down.  Unless you're 
wealthy, influential and protected, life in Dragomir is fragile and 
forever at risk of changing in a heartbeat. Take nothing for 
granted.  The realms of Man are the potential feasting grounds of 
creatures that seek to eat them. And amongst the alliances of the 
Great Houses, the bruised memories of The War of Torbur run 
like a deep ache, through bone down to the very soul - seeping 
like treachery into the veins of new blood. 
 The Mythos may no longer be hidden in the background but 
they still need to be kept at bay. On the borders of the wealthy 
and protected Dominions there are lines of magick, reinforced 
and maintained by sorcerers employed for their knowledge of the 
Outer Chaos. They are not impervious to attack or the occasional 
penetration; they require upkeep and are subject to sabotage by 
agents, human or otherwise. 
 The tone as described here shows the core elements you can 
use to drop into an existing D&D campaign group as a new 
setting, or the shape of the YELLOW DAWN universe 10,000 
years after the original event, with the option to catapult existing 
YD characters forward into it or generate new characters in the 
setting.  
 

THE WORLD 
The dark fantasy world of Dragomir is a place of monsters, 
mystery and the ravages of recent war.  Thanks to the mastery of 
Mythos Magick (Koza) by some sorcerers during the 5,000 years 
of ice, the risk of total annihilation by the Great Old Ones and 
Outer Gods has been held in check. These cosmic beings now 
transcend space and time, to ooze through the Quantisphere and 
visit accursed temples built on earth by their servant races - these 
temples are powerful enough to represent holes in the 
Quantisphere that the Great Old Ones and Outer Gods can 
appear through in order to feast of diabolical sacrifices and the 
orgies of energy presented to them.   
 Sorcerers learned how to lay down the Elder Lines of 
protection, through which Great Old Ones and Outer Gods 
cannot pass, and some potent servitor races find difficult to move 
through, creating the realm of Dragomir where humans, elves, 
dwarves, orcs and other races exist in fragile safety - rebuilding 
the shattered lives and broken cities and entire populations 
slaughtered in the war of Torbor that only ended 20 years ago.  
However, many non-human races that worship the Mythos can 
move through this boundary with impunity: such as Byakhee, 
Mi-go, Deep Ones to name but a few.  It comes down to the 
resilience of border guards and the efforts of adventurers to push 
back and keep out incursions from such things. 
 Recently, the study of the forbidden books and wielding of 
dangerous energies - the study and practice of Koza - has allowed 
engineers to develop machines that can generate, transmute and 
transmit a special kind of magical energy: Kanar current. It is a 
technological revolution that is currently confined to one 
province in Korbel, and a handful of large, prosperous cities 
outside of it. There is a movement against this technology 
spreading further, halting its wider user and development, 
incited by a fear of the Mythos Magick used within it: do people 
really want this stuff spreading across Dragomir?  No, is the 
answer at present. 
 Technology such as Kanar Current is rare to find in isolation. 
In the province of Isensthald, engineers, sorcerers and 
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industrialists have perfected the development of this technology 
so that the pylons and towers, surrounded by halos of crackling 
energy, dominate the skylines of their small but large cities. Blast 
furnaces and forges convert vast quantities of ore, mined by the 
Dwarves in Myniad a'Golwood, into iron and steel products. Of 
note, there is now a secret project within the heart of Isensthald's 
research and development - the small city of Harstadhl. They 
have taken large prototypes of machines that can generate and 
channel "magick points" with a view to reinforcing the Elder 
Lines - which currently need to be maintained by sorcerers who 
travel along the boundaries of Dragomir on a regular basis to 
maintain the protection that stops Great Old Ones and Outer 
Gods from consuming all of Dragomir.  
 A handful of the bigger cities outside of Isensthald employ 
Kanar technology to run royal and merchant transport modules 
that zip through vacuum tubes, or hover along magnetic rails; or 
to power doors in palaces and mansions of the mighty. But even 
most citizens are unfamiliar with the appearance of workings of 
such things.  Away from such big cities, the scarcity of such 
technology makes it almost unheard of - people will react with 
awe, wonder or even fear.   Some adventurers, with the money 
and connections to pay for it, it is rumoured anyway, may acquire 
smaller, more portable, bespoke, hand-crafted items.  
Communication across any distance is the remit of sorcerers with 
their whispering stones, and the Guild of Telepaths.   
 The horror of the Mythos walking in daylight on the doorstep 
of Dragomir's borders and the innovation welling up from the 
"steampunk" technology augment the core concept of a medieval 
D&D world. 
 Magick is accepted as a norm across the realm of Dragomir 
but only in so far as it exists; healing, amusing illusions and 
improvements to physical, mental and emotional attributes is 
tolerated but other forms of magic are feared.  Magic is 
considered to be a difficult and dangerous science to learn - and 
those who participate in its rites and operations are often 
arrogant or damaged in some way.  Mythos Magick is deeply 
frowned upon and distrusted. Much in the way that people, and 
other sorcerers (good / neutral) react to Black Speak in Tolkien’s 
Middle Earth.  Of course, if you require a magickal service you 
can always try to find a School that will perform operations for 
you - for a price. 
 As the campaign begins, the realm of Dragomir is emerging 
from the shadow of a long and crippling war. Focussed around 
the activities of the Torbor Trading Company, the conflict was 
exacerbated by agents of the Mythos attempting to crush out of 
existence everything that was good and beautiful within 
Dragomir. Protected from the biggest threats of the Mythos 
through the use of Elder Lines, Dragomir was unable to protect 
itself from the humanoid forces that marched out of Derkansa 
Harta, the radiation blasted lands to the south east of Ba'lal Ak-
tak (Orc Lands). This so-called War of Torbor flared up to last for 
30 years and entangled humans, elves and dwarves in a desperate 
fight for survival, whilst at the same time some human 
Dominions worked against them or used the conflict to their own 
advantage.  Peace finally came 20 years ago with the defeat of the 
Dark Army at Genissburg and the signing of the Accords of Saak.   
 Today, the Dominions of Dragomir seek to reconstruct and 
bask in the glow of prosperity and peace, as the euphoria that 
came from the ending of hostilities continues to burn in the minds 
of the population. But aching wounds lie just below the surface. 
The natives of the Dominion of Nizhon have been scattered 
across land and sea, refugees since the Neyzi Zagya (People of the 
Trinity) from Ayyibzagya, took total control of their Dominion at 
the end of the Torbor War. Ogeji, once an ally during the Torbor 

Wars now exists as a secret Dominion, impenetrable to ordinary 
people and even diplomatic envoys; rumours of harsh feudal 
laws and a bleak and brutal existence for those not part of the 
ruling elite or military. Nobody goes into Ogeji unless kidnapped 
or as a spy.   
 Korbel is the centre of Dragomir and melting pot of races, but 
behind the veneer of a successful Dominion are deep lines of 
tension - flaws in the fabric of the union of provinces that go right 
back to the civil war that sowed the seeds of Torbor. With seven 
provinces and a shaky allegiance to Kahnrio, seat of bureaucratic 
and administrative power for Korbel - currently where all 
diplomats for all Dominions reside - there is a delicate political 
landscape where treading carefully and cautiously is the M.O. 
However, the province of Isensthald is growing restless, 
frustrated by continued opposition to the technology it has 
developed; opposition that is seen by those in the halls of power 
in Isensthald, as nothing more than Kahnrio attempting to block 
any threat to its position as supreme province within Korbel. Not 
quite true, but an argument that carries currency with those who 
want to use it.  The other provinces rotate around this power 
struggle with alliance and betrayal on the lips of those who know 
how influence and authority flow.  
 The Dwarves occupy a key border territory to the west of 
Neyzi Zagya in the land of Nizhon. Gwerin Myniad acts as a 
buffer to the vast stretch of shunned lands to the west, and as a 
blunt stick, or threat, against the growing power and arrogance of 
the Neyzi Zagya (People of the Trinity). The dwarves also occupy 
a smaller, more remote realm north and west, in the wild 
mountains of Rin. And the fantastically wealthy (mining) Myniad 
a'Golwood which sits wedged beneath the silent borders of Ogeji 
(to the north) and the vast barbarian lands of Gyris-Ag (to the 
west) - heavily guarded trade caravans trundle from Myniad 
a'Golwood through Gyris-Ag and up into the south of Korbel - 
most of it iron ore heading to the blast furnaces and forges of 
Isensthald.  
 Another key border territory is held by the elves, in their 
staggeringly large homeland of Quonidath Glodenay, wide 
forests, endless plains and jaw-dropping beautiful lakes that 
reflect the mountain ranges of the far west (leading into the 
dwarven territory of Rin). Quonidath Glodenay hems in the 
northern edges of Neyzi Zagya in the land of Nizhon - where 
acute tensions exist.  
 As such, the mighty Neyzi Zagya (People of the Trinity) in the 
land of Nizhon are hemmed in by dwarves to the west and elves 
to the north; an immense sea forms the eastern border and 
southern border. They travel wide and far, overseas and 
overland, proud of their arrogance and propaganda: racial 
supremacy and destined to be masters of all.   
 On the far eastern borders of Dragomir, Ba'lal Ak-tak, the Orc 
Lands curve around the edges of Ogeji to touch the north eastern 
frontier of Korbel. This is adventure country.  Where dark wild 
things stalk the borders of sanity and order, probing and 
sometimes getting through the Elder Lines. It is where brave men 
and women can make a name for themselves or vanish without 
trace leaving only disturbing clues behind.  It is many weeks of 
marching from this place, through Ba'lal Ak-tak to the blasted 
moors and melted rocks of Derkansa Harta.    
 Everywhere, minor skirmishes break out along borders of the 
Dominions and even between rival provinces within Korbel, but 
mainly these happen in remote areas. Such clashes rarely make it 
to the tongues of public gossip around the tables of taverns. Well-
armed travellers should always be wary of being mistaken as 
mercenaries working for one faction or another.  Whilst in public 
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there is trade and openness, espionage and subterfuge are rife 
between all Dominions, and between the provinces of Korbel.   
 Sorcerers can control the very forces of nature and the violent 
convoluted currents of Mythos Magic (Koza) but rarely are they 
able to achieve any real purchase of true power. The nature of 
wielding magic often leaves them psychologically vulnerable: 
angry outbursts, anxiety attacks, issues with morality.  Politics 
requires a tougher nature.  Often the more powerful sorcerers 
find themselves puppets to those who tug on the real strings of 
authority - whilst dancing around the dangerous politics between 
society, industry, royal court and state. 
 The politics of Dragomir is fierce, violent and intense - a 
legacy of the hatred and wariness left behind by the War of 
Torbor. There is no global empire. No king of kings. But there are 
powerful Dominions, and states within states, and alliances, 
blood oaths and vendetta. All character should be mindful of 
these if they intend to ascend through the ranks of reputation and 
influence. 
 Life is the eternal struggle between turmoil, change and 
balance - a situation often ensured by the shadowy figures who 
reside behind any seat of authority, to perpetuate their own 
ability to manipulate and control.  
 

THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW 
Every Game Master and player should embed these facts about 
the world of Dragomir. 
 
1. You can use any aspect of D&D in Dragomir.  This includes 
spell casters and monsters.  The YELLOW DAWN rules have a 
slightly more toned down view on magickal operations but there 
is no reasons not to include D&D operations here. Game Masters 
may want to employ YELLOW DAWN's perspective that using 
magick can damage the person (and their sanity) wielding it.  
 
2. Tone and attitude. The setting is geared around medieval dark 
fantasy.  Characters can fight mythos monsters with swords or 
spells. There is no Alignment system in YELLOW DAWN but if 
you're running a bunch of D&D characters then no reason not to 
continue using it, although YELLOW DAWN scenarios tend to 
operate in the shades of grey between absolute truths. There is no 
absolute good. There is no absolute evil. There is power, trust, 
abuse and lies: everything else stems from the mix of these 
palettes.  
 
3. Combat in YELLOW DAWN is exceptionally deadly. For this 
reason, I've modified the use of HERO POINTS from a value of '1' 
per point, to a random value of 1d6 per point. This can allow 
characters to survive and succeed in rather extreme situations, 
but hopefully lends to the sense of epic adventure that Dragomir 
aims to deliver. 
 
4. An openness to Magick. The setting states that the world had to 
turn away from traditional electronic technology due to the 
damage caused by the cosmic, alien energies of the Mythos. In it's 
place, a new technology, based on Karna Current, is evolving, 
although mainly restricted to the province of Isensthald. Karna 
Current has the manipulation of Mythos Magick (Koza) at its 
heart, leading to fear and wariness of it. Anybody using Mythos 
Magick is frowned upon and considered suspect. Sorcery in 
public should be confined to healing, illusions and personal 
improvement. Using it to harm people has the same social 
consequence as pulling a gun on somebody, or throwing petrol 

on them and trying to set them alight. It's not a nice thing to do 
and can make you look like a psychopath. 
 
5. Adventure is key.  Bandit raids.  Roaming mercenaries looking 
to stir up trouble on the borders of Dominions or Korbel 
provinces.  Local conflicts.  Espionage.  Exploring the ruins of 
distant civilisations of Dragomir or even the rare, lingering 
remains of cities from the decades just after Yellow Dawn struck 
the Earth 10,000 years ago. Dragomir is platform for any type of 
D&D or Call of Cthulhu scenario. From investigating the secret, 
malevolent worship of Great Old Ones within a populated area, 
stopping a conjuration that could cause death and madness on an 
epic scale; to traversing great distances in the pursuit of riches 
and glory; Dragomir is a world of action, mystery and adventure.  
The Cthulhu Mythos provides a large pantheon of monsters to 
fight and gods to defeat.     
 
6. The War of Torbor ended 20 years ago after 30 years of brutal 
conflict. Recovery has been swift, the euphoria still burns as an 
ember of hope in the hearts of the entire population of Dragomir.  
Wariness of the Mythos remains high.  But the former natives of 
Nizhon live scattered across other Dominions as a reminder to the 
cruel, ascending power and influence of the Neyzi Zagya, the 
People of the Trinity, who left Ayyibzagya to conquer Nizhon at 
the end of the war. There is also the secretive, yet vast Dominion 
of Ogeji - a silent menace on the Eastern Borders.  Korbel exists as 
the heart of Dragomir and consists of seven provinces, with 
Kahnrio at the centre of authority and Isensthald rising up as the 
industrial competitor to that authority.  
 
7. A new age of peace and prosperity. On the surface, yes, but 
behind the scenes - in the corridors that channel the true movers 
and shakers and wielders of influence and authority, plans for 
espionage and subterfuge are constantly in motion.  Which 
Dominion will grow to dominate the others?  What will 
Dominions do to ensure subservience to another power never 
happens to them?  And the Provinces of Korbel: will there ever be 
a king or queen to rule them all? At the moment it is bureaucrats. 
Dominions and Provinces compete or ally themselves on all 
levels, from economics through industry to military (and 
Magickal) might. Crime and politics, gangs and militia, rebels and 
insurgents, spies and assassins. The royal orders of knights in 
Korbel and the wandering barbarian tribes of Gyris-Ag. The 
Guilds of merchants, artisans and thieves.  Crime lords and 
figures of incredible status. Armies of Mythos monsters.  Public 
churches and secret cults; Schools of Elemental Magick and the 
academic libraries of forbidden lore. Prophecies and predictions. 
The insane maniacs who crave the collapse of the Elder Lines and 
the zealots who will do everything to guard the final boundary of 
protection.  All of these come into play as the Dominions and 
Provinces gyrate through the interlocking wheels of conspiracy 
and defence of the realm.  
 
8. Language. There is a common tongue understood by all 
humans. But each Dominion has its own flavour, and in Korbel, 
each Province further adapts and warps the sounds and 
meanings of words. This is exemplified in the province of 
Kahnrio, where etiquette, formal ceremony and traditional 
sequences of behaviour accompany every public and social act – 
almost as important as language itself.  If you do not know their 
ways you will come across as nothing more elaborate than a 
rogue or barbarian.   
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9. Guilds hold the power in Korbel. Every trade, every profession, 
is represented by a Guild in Korbel - the headquarters of which 
exist in lavish structures in the finest addresses in Gyosy N'tishi, 
the largest city in Dragomir and capital of the province of 
Kahnrio. Guilds will have offices in every city and most major 
towns - with the administrators controlling who can and will 
operate and succeed in any given area.  The opportunity for 
corruption is significant.  
 
10. Infection and the Influence of Hastur.  In YELLOW DAWN 
the majority of cities and towns and urban spaces have been left 
abandoned, occupied by the undying victims of the 2nd 
Pathogen, the zed-wave, that swept across the planet.  Infected, 
these once human monsters exist between two worlds. One that is 
the ruined Earth. The other that is a no-place but a concept from 
the foulest, pestilent and mind-rotting bowels of the Cthulhu 
Mythos. Being bitten by an Infected creates an immediate chance 
of becoming Infected. But just being in the same proximity of an 
Infected leads to a sanity-shredding phenomenon known as the 
Influence of Hastur. This is defined in the YELLOW DAWN 
Primary Rulebook (2.5). The Infection and the Infected still exist, 
as does the Influence of Hastur, but it is much less common to 
encounter - mostly pushed back by Mythos creatures determined 
to remove the threat of Hastur (even to them).  In a part of the 
planet that was once the north of Brazil, in the Congo, Zaire and 
Kenya, and parts of Indonesia, there are 10,000 year old ruins of 
cities, eerily void of vegetation and filled with once-human 
monsters.  In other places, in the shunned lands, it is possible to 
stumble into the Infected in caves and subterranean places or 
rocky escarpments where Mother Nature doesn't exist to torment 
them.  
 
11. The Cthulhu Mythos is resident on Earth.  The metaphysical 
membrane of the Quantisphere – the boundary between human 
reality and the outer chaos – is still intact, Great Old Ones and 
Outer Gods cannot just step down and way waste to everything: 
it requires potent Mythos Magick to break through. During the 
days of Mayhem and Madness, several decades after the event 
known as Yellow Dawn happened, non-human races of the 
Mythos began another of their great wars on Earth. Such 
creatures are not restricted by the Quantisphere.  Once 
established, many of the various races set about building temples 
of worship: to their gods. These are the points in space-time 
where the Quantisphere is torn open. Where the Great Old Ones 
and Outer Gods can simply ooze through.  The Mythos can be 
encountered anywhere in Shunned Lands and in remote, isolated 
parts of Dominions and even provinces within Korbel. Nowhere 
is entirely safe.   
 

THE DOMINIONS 
• Nizhon: (the land of), conquered by the Neyzi Zagya  - People 

of the Trinity – who came from Ayyibzagya at the end of the 
War of Torbor.  

• Neyzi Zagya: formerly the Land of Nizhon. The People of the 
Trinity (three female characters, elected by an inner council, 
role lasts for life, who hold ultimate power over the entire 
Dominion). Citizens have an almost cult-like adoration for 
their history and the prophecy of their (great) future to 
come. Technologically advanced (fine metal, excellent 
masonry), they’re already doing well with large cities built 
of stone and hardy towns and villages, built with timber, 

where people all work together for the common good (of the 
people, for the people). Harsh rules on marriage and sexual 
conduct – with offenders punished by castration, being 
made infertile, or death.  

• Gyris-Ag: barbarians, nomads and merchant caravans.   
• Korbel: melting pot of Dragomir, consists of 7 provinces. 
• Ogeji: has become a large, secretive, draconian state since the 

end of the War of Torbor. Nobody leaves. Nobody enters. 
• Gwerin Myniad: Dwarven homeland and kingdom in Land 

of Nizhon – mountains and hills. 
• Rin: Small Dwarven kingdom in mountains to west of 

Quonidath Glodenay.   
• Myniad a'Golwood: fabulously wealthy Dwarven kingdom 

south of Ogeji and east of Gyris-Ag.  Supplies most of 
Isensthald’s ore. 

• Quonidath Glodenay: Elven homeland, north of the Land of 
Nizhon. 

• Ba'lal Ak-tak: Orc Lands. 
• Ðiec'a C'tho n'Crian: realm of the Skinwalkers (Serpent 

People). 
 

PROVINCES  OF  KORBEL  
Kahnrio – Capital: Gyosy N'tishi 
Isensthald – Capital: Raukundfeur 
Lugodel – Capital:  Granesco 
Otrova – Capital: Vlasrata 
Taregan – Capital: Lebel  
Faskebå – Capital: Storaskar 
Dyabotèh – Capital: Kotenwa 
 
• Kahnrio: bureaucratic and administrative centre of Korbel. 

High society culture; focus on diplomats, leading figures of 
guilds and religious orders. Fine craftsmanship defines 
interiors of best residences and businesses: paper screens; 
glassware; exquisite ceramics.  All social and business 
interactions accompanied by formal ceremony, as important 
as language – failure to know of, or to adhere to these 
ceremonies leads to significant negative impact on 
communication skills.  Kahnrio experiences a temperate 
climate, winters are mild and windy and the summers are 
cool. The local terrain is generally flat with a few gently 
rolling plains.  Towns tend to be small, spacious, and 
immaculate.  

• Isensthald: an industrial power-house, held in check by fear 
(of Kanar current) and political subterfuge. Potential rivals 
to the authority of Kahnrio within Korbel.  Population split 
95/05 between workers and an insanely prosperous owner & 
entrepreneur class.  The general population is rebellious,  
rough and tumble, tell it as it is; heavy drinkers; brawling 
and adultery is common. All to the disgust of people from 
Kahnrio. However, the population is incredibly hard-
working, collaborate and operate very well within teams; 
also renowned for being innovate, risk-takers, and taking 
direct action to solve problems.  Workers may mock their 
superiors but there are established lines of respect and 
formality when dealing with wealthy elite.  Isensthald 
experiences a lot of rain on the coastal fringes but tends to be 
very dry along its southern borders; the landscape is 
primarily plains although there are mountains to the east.   
Towns vary in size but all tend to be dense tangle of dirty 
lanes, buildings crowded in on one another with little 
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personal space.  Rough places at night once the beer starts to 
flow.  

• Lugodel: fine clothes, comfort food, passionate lovers and 
deadly fighters.  Lugodel is promiscuity and pleasure 
framed by the violence of legalised gladiatorial contest 
(including death battles).  Myth and legend dominate the 
culture of Lugodel – born from the vast, impenetrable 
forests, lonely mountain peaks and the arteries of wide, fast 
moving deep rivers that carry people and trade across the 
province.  Trade is key to Lugodel: from edible oils, herbs 
and food, to fashionable clothing (rivals with Taregan), 
incredible glassware, metal work (including weapons and 
armour) and leather (clothing and armour).  However, the 
typical citizen is lazy, highly argumentative (usually for the 
sake of it) in a loud and frustrating way, and unreliable to 
the point of being an endemic problem.  Ironic when you 
consider the skill and quality (and quantity) of fighters that 
come out of Lugodel.  Never leave one alone with your wife.  
Summers are long and hot (thunderstorms are common); 
winters are harsh, with biting winds and deep snow – 
leading to surging rivers after the spring melt.  The eastern 
flanks of Lugodel are less artisan and more peasant, with 
dramatic mountains and insane gorges dominating the 
landscape as it  marches into the badlands of Otrova. Towns 
tend to be small, communal and spacious – with large, 
simple but proud properties.  High balconies and large 
windows are common feature.   

• Otrova: danger lurks in the smile of a friend in Otrova. It’s a 
saying often used by other provinces about Otrova. The 
poorest of the provinces, the people are mainly peasants and 
travelling families. Random crime is rife, corruption within 
official bodies is at epidemic levels and this washes down 
into every community.  Everything is about a favour for a 
favour, especially when actual cash is so hard to come by.  
To strangers, locals can be sly and double-crossing, with a 
double-meaning to every statement.  The ruling class in 
Otrova is based around a former travelling family that did 
well – their blood runs in the veins of everyone who holds 
power.  Food is crude, basic vegetables and tough meat – 
they kill and eat anything; they use a lot of strong spices, so 
much so that Otrovan food is considered a novelty that must 
be tried in many other provinces – and for some of the 
strongest dishes it represents a test of manliness.  Laziness is 
a key characteristic, except when working for themselves 
(freelance) – at which point Otrovans become steadfast, 
unshakeable and renowned for getting the job done.  Such 
jobs tend to be assassination, espionage, complex robberies 
and the development and use of poisons.  All  the major 
rivers of Lugodel pass through Otrova, and on into the 
sinister borders of Ogeji (where none shall pass).  In the west 
the landscape is mountainous, leading down to plains with 
undulating hills and meadows in the east.  Summers are 
very hot and long and dry.  Sprint is very wet with floods a 
frequent occurrence.  Winters are brutal.  Towns are 
typically small, crude, with caravans, or mud, wattle and 
daub being the primary structures with the occasional 
wooden building – or even stone - for the wealthy. 

• Taregan: the best cuisine in Dragomir can be found anywhere 
in Taregan. The people are as passionate about food as they 
are about the ideals of romance.  An island province, they 
boast a large military and merchant navy and vast fishing 
fleet – every coastal town being involved with one or all of 
the above.  Proud to the point of being arrogant, they have a 
distinct dialect of Common Tongue that is very hard to 

understand unless you know it. And if you don’t know it 
you’re treated like something scraped off the bottom of a 
leather boot.  Rudeness to strangers who don’t bother to 
learn or appreciate their ways is a famous trait of 
Tareganians.   They have a booming cottage textile industry 
and the cities are flooded with small boutiques selling 
clothes to agents of the wealthy from all Provinces – much to 
the chagrin of Lugodel, which has until recently dominated 
the supply of fine clothing.  Taregan’s are notoriously 
passionate about love and, ironically, chastity.  The 
landscape is predominantly flat with occasional high hills 
and patches of forest, except in the north where low 
mountains and deep water inlets (fjords) dominate the 
terrain. The weather in abysmal, raining most of the year 
except for a brief, hot summer period.  Winters are long and 
snowy but typically mild compared to Lugodel and Otrova. 
Taregan is considered the epitome of good taste, in food, in 
fine clothes but also for its ruggedly beautiful rural 
homesteads.  Taregan has large, impressive towns composed 
of masonry and the best timbers, but it also is renowned for 
small, sleepy villages of wood and dry stone, with great 
sense of community (unless you’re a stranger). As such, 
every village often has its own “local dish” and always has 
its own, proudly touted local wine.   

• Faskebå: if you like the sea-life and fish, this is the place for 
you. The majority of Faskebå away from the coast is 
mountainous and uninhabited; 95% of the sparse population 
hugs the coastline – which itself snakes ribbon-like, jagged, 
with vast stretches plunging deep inland for form sheltered 
harbours – open to the sea.  Sailing, fishing, boatbuilding are 
the core skills of Faskebå.  They’re a gentle, peaceful people 
renowned for pressing on, regardless of adversity until a job 
gets done.  Their ships sail all over Dragomir.  A Faskebå 
ship always gets to its destination.   They do, however, like 
to drink – and it’s been said that even Dwarves refuse to 
take on a Faskebån in any kind of drinking contest. They are 
known for distilling a spirit from a coarse vegetable pulp 
and fish livers.  The smell of it has been known to make 
barbarians vomit.  Drunken Faskebåns cause a lot of noise 
but tend to be rowdy with smiles on their faces.  Don’t ever 
be fooled by their peaceful nature. Get on the wrong side of 
a Faskebån, especially a drunk one, you will not avoid 
retribution of some kind.  Towns are always small and 
composed of wood, intricately carved and painted bright 
colours.    

• Dyabotèh: Meat, meat and more meat. Small villages hug the 
precarious ledges of vast walls of rock that drop down into 
black, bottomless inland waterways – which connect to the 
sea on the far side of Ba'lal Ak-tak (Orc Lands). Very few 
people fish here and even less eat what they pull from the 
waters.  The people of Dyabotèh have become adept at 
raising tough, hardy mountain cattle, small and fleshy – they 
provide dairy and are slaughtered for their meat.  
Dyabotèhans are renowned for eating every part of such 
animals – and have an extraordinary range of dishes (many 
of them raw) involving blood, fats and gelatine.  This is 
undoubtedly a consequence of their proximity to Ba'lal Ak-
tak.  They relish the outdoor life and don’t mind the biting 
cold of winter and spring, especially when there’s a 
communal bonfire roaring away.  They’re a sullen, serious 
people and often very hard to get to know – except when 
they drink, at which point they get to know anybody and 
everybody – famed for their boisterous revelry and acts of 
incredible generosity (after drinking).  They have a 
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reputation for crude forges that smelt pig-iron into spears, 
arrow tips or brutal war hammers.  Also for timber craft, 
with an abundance of solid, heavy wood at their disposal 
from the limitless forests that cover all slopes.  Dark, 
macabre carvings are woven into all structures – which 
themselves can hang from sheer cliffs or rise up, one on top 
of the other, clinging to the sides of rocky escarpments.  All 
Dyabotèhans know how to brew a particular dark ale that is 
potent in flavour as well as effect; tasting of a tangy, spicy 
cinnamon, the flavour comes from a particular berry that 
only grows on the wet moorlands of the far north (3 months 
of darkness in winter and 3 months of light in summer) – 
called Sumolaka, the berry is considered the provincial 
hallmark. All Dyabotèhans pride themselves on trekking 
several thousand miles to the far north on personal 
pilgrimages to the sacred stones there: with the risk of the 
Things that stalk such isolated places. Harvesting and drying 
Sumolaka berries is a part of that tradition. This ties into their 
culture, which is known to be very old, filled with stories of 
myth and legend.  Summers are wet, windy and warm; 
winters are calm but bitterly cold and deep snow. Towns are 
always very small, with eclectic formations of wooden 
structures (ornately carved, no paint) crowded together in 
tight huddles – like forts.  

   

SYSTEM DICE   
If you’re going to use the Yellow Dawn system you will need: 
D4 : D6  : D8 : D10 :  D12 : D20 
 
Percentile dice, d100:  if you’ve never used percentile dice before, 
also called the d100, then here’s an explanation. 
 You simulate d100 by rolling two ten-sided dice, 2d10. 
 Use the first dice as TENS and the second dice as UNITS.   
 So if you roll 2d10 and score a ‘6’ and an ‘8’ then that is 68%, 
or 68-percent. 
 All skill checks are determined by percentile dice.  A 
character’s ability in any particular skill is noted as a percentile 
value, from ‘0%’ (no ability), through to ‘40%’ (proficient) to ‘80%’ 
(expert) and on past ‘100%’.  It is possible to have skills higher 
than 100% because this means characters can do extra-ordinary 
things even where there are lots of penalties against the skill 
check (because of adverse conditions and situation modifiers). 
 With percentile systems, the lower the dice roll the better the 
outcome.  If a character has a skill in ‘persuasion’ of 55%, then the 
player needs to roll ‘55’ or less on 1d100 to succeed. 
 Some players find the percentile terminology a little 
confusing.  For example, when the rules state “apply a penalty of 
-40%” on a particular skill. It’s not asking you to get your 
calculator out and work out what forty percent is.  Rather it’s 
saying reduce the skill by ‘40’.  So in the above example where the 
character has a skill of 55% in Persuasion; with the -40% penalty 
they actually only have a skill of 15%.   
 ‘55’ minus ‘40’ = 15 
 So to succeed, the player would need to roll d100 and score 
‘15’ or less.  Which is difficult. 
 
Interpreting Dice Rolls and Values for other Game Systems 
Here are some notes intended to assist any GM wishing to 
convert Yellow Dawn rule mechanics into their own game 
system, notably other game systems that are based on either d20 
or d6. 

 Yellow Dawn tends to operate with values of 5%, 20%, 40% 
and 80%, using d100. 
 D20 systems: 5% would be ‘1’ on 1d20; 20% would be ‘1 to 4’ 
on 1d20; 40% would be ‘1 to 8’ on 1d20; and 80% would be ‘1 to 
16’ on 1d20. 
 D6 systems (using 2 dice): 
 Specific Dice Roll system 
  5% would be rolling a ‘1:1’ or a ‘1:2’;  
 20% would be rolling ‘1:x’ where x is any value between 1 and 
6; or ‘2:1’, or ‘2:2’ 
 40% would be rolling ‘1:x’, ‘2:x’, or ‘3:1’ or ‘3:2’ 
 80% would be rolling ‘1:x’, ‘2:x’, ‘3:x’, ‘4:x’ or ‘5:1’, ‘5:2’, ‘5:3’ or 
‘5:4’.  
 Sum of dice system 
 5% would be scoring a total of 3 or less.  
 20% would be scoring a total of 4 or less. 
 40% would be scoring a total of 6 or less. 
 80% would be rolling of 8 or less. 
 
 Difficulty Modifiers:  
 +20% is an EASY task modifier 
 -20% is a DIFFICULT task modifier 
 -40% is a VERY DIFFICULT task modifier 
 -80% is a NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE task modifier 
 
Difficulty Modifiers are only a rule-of-thumb for GMs, who 
should feel confident to allow characters an automatic success 
when there are no time constraints or other pressures.  How often 
does a person fail their drive skill check on the way to work?  It 
can happen, of course, but usually when an external event 
challenges the character’s ability.    
 

THE WAR OF  TORBOR 
In the War of Torbor, which started just over fifty years ago, and 
ended 20 years ago, the seeds of destruction were sowed when 
the Dominion of Korbel suffered a civil war as rival provincial 
lords jockeyed for overall power.  
 This was won after a lot of bloodshed but the ultimate victor 
was considered Queen Arachnee Hecatee. She was power mad, 
deeply into the dark arts and believed to have a bodyguard of 
bound demons.  She began making ties with Ogeji, resulting in 
the merchant guilds of Korbel banding together and paying the 
Dominion of Ayyibzagya (shortened to Zagya)  to raise an army 
and invade to depose Queen Hecatee. This happened. And for a 
time the dominion of Ayyibzagya ruled Korbel and enjoyed a 
large army that pecked away at Gyris-Ag and Ogeji - under the 
auspices of protecting Korbel.  
 During this time, Korbel began to build up a considerable 
marine technology base - fast ships for defence and trade.  
 And then… the puppet king of Korbel (a member of 
Ayyibzagya royal family) was assassinated by an agent of Ogeji - 
in retaliation for the attacks by Ayyibzagya on its people.  
Ayyibzagya demanded that Korbel fold its naval forces into an 
attack on Ogeji, but Korbel refused, and additionally, members of 
the ruling elite voted against the continued control of Korbel by 
Ayyibzagya.  
 Korbel wrestled and gained independence, leaving 
Ayyibzagya and Ogeji trading brutal blows.  
 Korbel grew in strength, avoiding being drawn into the 
conflict.  It created a vast maritime trading entity called the 
Torbor Trading Company.  It set up trading posts along the 
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coastline of the vast landmass of Nizhon.  The resources it 
acquired were supplied to Ogeji and to Ayyibzagya to help both 
sides fight the growing war.  
 The Torbor Trading Company developed its own military  
and began to occupy, by force, the lands around the posts it had 
established in Nizhon. It also began to kidnap people of Nizhon 
and trade them as slaves with Gyris-Ag and the coastal regions of 
Ba'lal Ak-tak.  Many slaves ended up as human sacrifice in 
grotesque ceremonies – unknown at the time, this was the origin 
of the Dark Army in the region that became Derkansa Harta. 
 The conflict between Ogeji and Ayyibzagya lasted 4 years, 
much longer than anybody expected - brutal with massive 
casualties on both sides - roughly 200,000 killed which is a 
staggering amount for the period; with a further 600,000 
wounded and 150,000 taken as PoWs - but ultimately Ogeji forced 
Ayyibzagya into surrender and defeat (mainly due to diplomatic 
missions to convince Korbel to stop supporting Ogeji with war 
resources).   
 Ayyibzagya was forced into a state of attrition and 
humiliation. It despises Korbel for what it sees as two great 
betrayals (refusal to send navy to help with the initial conflict, 
which could have shortened the conflict considerably and saved 
many tens of thousands of lives; and, decision to stop selling war 
resources in favour of Ogeji).  
 Weakened, Ogeji makes a pact with Gyris-Ag which has been 
largely uninvolved, the two Dominions agree to support and 
defend each other's borders.  
 Which is just as well, as Gyris-Ag suffers a huge assault from 
the Dark Army: Warrior Orcs, Byakhee and sinewy half-human 
things of muscle, claws and razor sharp teeth that have been bred 
for one purpose - to attack, tear, bite and kill - led by a non-
human sorceress called - The Whispering Woman – who is, in 
fact, a barely human remnant of the deposed Queen Arachnee 
Hecatee. 
 Ogeji rushes to the aid of Gyris-Ag but the situation is dire. 
Both Dominions reach out to Korbel for assistance (the power 
makers agree it is in the benefit of the whole region to assist) but 
the Torbor Trading Company demands that the Dominion protect 
its growing interests in Nizhon, where Dwarves and Elves are 
starting to appear in larger numbers, and in some cases have been 
providing mercenary services against Torbor sponsored raids.  
 The ruling party of Korbel disagrees and tries to dissolve the 
charter of the Torbor Trading Company, to remove the merchants 
and military men and women at its head - but still retain rights 
and control of their assets. Torbor Trading Company reacts by 
launching small, brutal raids on Elven and Dwarven interests, 
cleverly contrived to look like the command of the Korbel rulers.  
The response by both Dwarves and Elves is separate and 
independently devastating - but anticipated by Torbor Trading 
Company, they moved most of their most vital assets out of 
harms way. News of these attacks is carefully managed by Torbor 
agents / sympathisers back in Korbel, who declare it as a pincer 
movement by non-pure-bloods against the lands of humankind. 
The rulers of Korbel wish for diplomacy but the continuing 
savage onslaught by the Dark Army in Gyris-Ag and Ogeji is 
used to curtail this request. Korbel sends an armada to Nizhon to 
join the Torbor Trading Company fleet.   
 Large scale conflicts erupt across Nizhon as Korbel acts to rout 
Dwarves and Elves from the land it has claimed as its own.  
 Meanwhile, Torbor Trading Company vessels launch sneak 
attacks on isolated navy units belonging to Korbel - sinking them 
and leaving no crew alive. Their aim is to see the general 
population and decision makers in Korbel lose confidence in the 
ruling party - allowing sympathisers to make a challenge to their 

authority and have their own people put in charge, with the 
ultimate goal of then having Korbel make peace with the Elves 
and Dwarves, which would open up new markets for Torbor 
Trading Company to expand into (Elven and Dwarven).  
 This actually had some chance of succeeding if it wasn't for 
Moran Khorata, a sea captain who survived a Torbor raid and 
was able to raise the alarm with an Elven party. This remarkably 
journey of survival and diplomacy led to rapid, profoundly secret 
communications between envoys of the Elves sent to talk directly 
to rulers of Korbel. Where the subterfuge by Torbor was 
discussed and explored.  
 The Dwarves were not brought into this dialogue - for the 
sake of secret - a decision that had disastrous consequences.  
 The Elves and agents of Korbel returned to the conflict zone of 
Nizhon and special orders were dispensed with synchronised 
timing. Navel vessels of Korbel picked up large numbers of Elven 
troops and then headed directly to captured / destroy key Torbor 
assets. The most critical being the Central Command Vessel 
Uduak Bai docked at Sacagawaya. This attack took place without 
any Elven forces, to avoid any risk of the plan being foiled... just 
as Korbel marines spilled onto the beaches, a MASSIVE dwarven 
attack took place. The humans were able to fight them off but 
suffered such catastrophic losses they were unable to complete an 
assault on the Uduak Bai. Torbor, now aware of the massive 
moves being made against it, withdrew rapidly and headed to 
their only ally in the region.... Ba'lal Ak-tak. 
 The Orc Lands, Ba'lal Ak-tak, was in turmoil, due to the 
profoundly corrupting influences of The Whispering Woman.  
Many, many Orcs, feeling as if they were following some kind of 
internal calling, had departed for a shunned region Derkansa 
Harta – which is from where the Dark Army spilled forth.  
 Torbor Trading Company representatives promised to help 
protect the more "tolerant" Orcs if they offered sanctuary and 
assistance. It meant that pursuing forces of Korbel and the Elves 
were unable to rout or finish off Torbor Trading Company.  
 Torbor Trading Company got down to their new role with 
gusto, with seasoned military personnel providing training to a 
new Orc army. This created tensions in Ba'lal Ak-tak - leading to 
a large number of more peaceful Orcs separating off and 
migrating towards Korbel.  Non-Peaceful Warrior Orcs / Blood 
Orcs become a separate violent sub-culture of Orcs.  
 Meanwhile, things for Gyris-Ag and Ogeji were becoming dire 
- with the promise of dire consequences for the whole region if 
the Dark Army was not stopped. Elves, Dwarves (finally let in on 
the dialogue) and forces of Korbel swept out to lend assistance.  
 A long, protracted and bloody conflict took place as the Dark 
Army swarmed and festered, seemingly inexhaustible.  
 The situation was not helped by the fact Korbel forces kept 
getting attacked by a Ogeji Rebel Army who hated Korbel being 
in their lands, despite being there to help! And despite Korbel 
providing resources in the bitter war between Ogeji and 
Ayyibzagya. (This Rebel Army, or the Force of The New Republic, will 
later grow into a massive political entity.) 
 During this time, the humiliated Domain of Ayyibzagya starts 
to close its borders. It's not noticed at first - everyone is too 
focussed on stopping the crushing advance of the Dark Army, but 
at some point it becomes apparent that Ayyibzagya has sealed it's 
borders with small but heavily armed, and armoured, forces 
(FTNR). Nobody has the energy, strength or resources to even 
investigate.  
 Torbor's New Orc Army (Blood Orcs) sweeps in like a pincer 
claw at the worst possible moment for everyone, except 
Ayyibzagya, who seem to be being left alone. However, Torbor 
have been misinformed by spies who were double-agents.  Their 
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plan, to attack the capital of Korbel directly and hard (believing 
they know the location of the ruling elite) drags them into a sticky 
ambush. The targets they seek are not there and fighting their 
way out costs them lives and impetus. They smash around the 
war zone for several years but never really deliver a killer blow. 
After years of ruthless supremacy, Torbor as a company, an entity 
and an ideal fizzles out like blood splashing into rain-sodden soil.  
 It is almost the end of everything but in the final hour the 
Dark Army falters and begins to loose ground against the 
combined unity of humans, elves and dwarves. Torbor's New Orc 
Army has already fizzled out.  
 The war ends with the defeat of the Dark Army at Genissburg 
and the signing of the Accords of Saak where humans from 
Korbel and Gyris-Ag, and even Ogeji (although they are now 
discounted) and representatives of the Elven King and Dwarf 
Lords agreed to provide a military force to protect the eastern 
borders with the Orc Lands - Ba'lal Ak-tak. 
 In the twilight years of this battle, a massive block of heavily 
armed and armoured troops and cavalry, led by fierce knights, 
leaves the borders of Ayyibzagya, crosses through the devastated 
terrain of Ogeji and Korbel and embark upon a fleet of ships 
specifically hired for this "imperial voyage". This mighty army 
travels to the quiet shores of Nizhon and promptly surges 
through like a blitzkrieg. They feast upon the abundance of 
resources, swelling in numbers as they pull indigenous people - 
already used to the brutality of Torbor Trading Company - into 
their ranks as secondary citizens. With the True Bloods of 
Ayyibzagya at the heart, a new, incredibly vast, successful and 
prosperous empire springs into existence.   
 The People of the Trinity.  Neyzi Zagya.  Once the people of 
Ayyibzagya.  It is a cult with political status.  They are excel in 
feats of engineering, organisation, management and manage with 
ruthless efficiency. They ensure they are recognised as the 
superior race by the subservient - and willing - masses who have 
subconsciously missed the lash of their former task masters.  
They quickly send ships back to the battered lands of Ogeji and 
Ayyibzagya and extract as many people as they can - a diaspora 
to a new promised land.  
 Slowly, the spirits and strength of Korbel and Ogeji recover 
along with the dispersed tribes of Gyris-Ag. There is a period of 
calm, co-operation and restoration. But then the FTNR begins to 
flex its muscle. The borders with Ogeji become patrolled and 
difficult to pass through. Against the objections of Korbel and the 
ambassadors of Elves and Dwarves, Ogeji invades the virtually 
abandoned lands of Ayyibzagya, cannibalising resources and 
absorbing it into their own. Ogeji rapidly grows in strength and 
secrecy. It becomes a locked-state, almost impossible to enter and 
certainly impossible to leave - a simmering threat that may one 
day spill over.  
 In the lands of Nizhon, now under total control of  Neyzi 
Zagya, the Dwarves and Elves become a counterpoint to the 
authoritarian power of that empire... very rarely entering, as non-
humans are not welcome by the ruling elite who believe in the 
purity of their blood.  This empire is open to visitors (so long as 
they register and are chaperoned) and trade - and freely allow 
travel by their citizens to other realms - as this spreads the 
glorious word of their Trinity. The three women who lead them. 
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Dragomir YD 10K   HERO RANK  CHARACTER NAME   

                 

SEX  AGE  RACE   RACE BENEFITS   
                 

STR   DAMAGE BONUS        FIRST CONTACT

CON   HP  Wound track:          Basic: 

DEX   L/R/A  HANDED     People You’ve Met Current FC score 

APP                 :: 

INT  IDEA   READING TIME          :: 

POW  LUCK   KARMA POINTS         :: 

MASS                 :: 

                 :: 
MOVEMENT & ENDURANCE       :: 

SPRINT  WALK  RUN SWIM   :: 

Fatigue Points               :: 

 Current Fatigue Score:    Max Carry  kg      :: 

       EncThresh kg   :: 

COMMON SKILLS             :: 
Acrobatics (STR+DEX)  COMBAT SKILLS        :: 
Animal Handling (POW/2)  Brawling [DEX x 4]   :: 
Anthropology (INT /2)  Dodge (DEX x 2)        :: 
Appraise (INTx2)    Grapple (DEX x 3)        :: 
Astronomy (INT /3)  Melee 1-Hand (STR+DEX)        :: 
Awareness [POW+INT]  Sword 1-Hand (DEX)        :: 
Bargain (POW+INT)  Sword 2-Handed (DEX/2)   :: 
Basic Tech (INT)  Archery (DEX /2)        :: 
Biology (INT/2)  Crossbow (DEX)        :: 
Botany (INT/3)  ___________________        :: 
Chemistry (INT/3)             :: 
Climb (STR+DEX)x2  EXTRA SKILLS   :: 
Composition (INT)  ___________________   HERO BONUSES effects 
Credibility (POW)  ___________________         
Dance (CON + DEX)  ___________________         
Dog Handling (POW)  ___________________     
First Aid (INT)  ___________________    
Forgery (00)  ___________________         
Gamble (POW)  ___________________         
Geology (00)  ___________________         
Hide/Evade/M.Stealthy(INT+DEX)           
History (INT)  WEAPONS   COOL 
Interrogation (POW+INT)              
Interview (POW+INT)              
Intimidate (STR x 2)     
Jury Rig (INT)             PHOBIAS 
Leadership (POW)              
Locksmith (00)         
Mathematics (INT)    ARMOUR   
Medical Tech (00)               
Mythos (00)              
Navigate (INT/2)               INCOME 
Occult (INT/2)    
Operate heavy machinery (00)             
Paint / Draw (DEX + POW)              
Persuade (POW+INT)    MAGICKAL OPERATIONS   
Pilot Water Craft (INT)             SAVINGS 
Personal Grooming (INT)              
Psychology (INT)              
Research (INTx2)     
Resist Torture (CON)   CARRIED GEAR   
Ride (00)    CASH CARRIED 
Seduction&Grift(POW+INT+APP)              
Shadow/Track (INT)      
Streetwise (INT+APP)              
Swimming (STR+CON)         .    SKILL TICKS & EXP 
Throw (STR+DEX)     
Wilderness Survival (INT/3)  Download this sheet from davidjrodger.com/yellowdawn.htm   

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


